Maintaining Your ABEM Certification: Review of 2020 Lifelong Learning & Self-Assessment Articles
Faculty: Luis M. Lovato, MD, FACEP

This track is designed to help you prepare for ABEM’s LLSA test in the Maintenance of Certification (MOC) program. There are 3 one hour sessions: one session will help you navigation through the MOC process & any recent updates. One session will review the 12 articles in ABEM's "2019 LLSA Reading List." One session will review the 13 articles in ABEM’s "2020 LLSA Reading List." The speaker will critique the articles, review the key concepts presented, & review the LLSA test questions pertinent to each article. Please note: The syllabi for these courses consist of the faculty’s slides. Because of copyright considerations, reprints of the journal articles on which the courses are based & the LLSA test questions cannot be provided. However, ACEP members have free internet access to the LLSA articles at ACEP’s Maintenance of Certification Center at www.acep.org/MOCcenter.

8. Sulton CD, Taylor TR. The pediatric airway and rapid sequence intubation in trauma. TraumaReports 2017 Nov.
There may be both confusion & anxiety regarding ABEM’s Maintenance of Certification (MOC) program. The speaker will explain how to successfully meet your MOC requirements depending on what year your certificate expires, what changes will be implemented & when, & how to satisfy the requirements for practice improvement activities, & the future of the LLSA activities & secure exam. Real-time navigation through a diplomate’s requirements on the ABEM website will be covered.

- Describe the remaining requirements for your own MOC cycle.
- Describe the process for completing the LLSA requirements and obtaining CME credit.
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